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Abstruct
We consider a geometrically thin disk. The material crccretes on a star with

magnetic field. We study the MHD behaviour of the disk-magnetosphere system and their
interaction. Are these conditions related to corona generation?

l.Introduction
Quite often, accretion on a magnetic star is accompanied by a

corona. The observations reveal hard X-ray of the corona and soft X-ray of
the cold disk incorporated in it. The presence of a corona and the magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) processes in such a system is considered by a number
of authors, such as lI,2,I0l. Other authors study a disk-magnetosphere
system (DMS) without a corona 14,5,91. Our objective is to reveal the
possible continual transition between these models.

2. Formulation of the problem
Let us consider the second case, i.e. a thin disk (H<<r) in the

presence of magnetic field (MF), where H and r are colresponding half-
thickness of disk and the distance from the rotation axis z (DRA). We shall
choose dipoler MF, which is normal to the plane of disk and we shall use

cylindrical coordinates (r,Q , ").
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(4) Q* I Q,,o, = Q- ,

(5) P=P,+pr+p,,,,

where v,- rcdial velocity;va=ra)is linear velocity on e; O_
gravitational potential; r= 2Hp rs surface density; g=Gv.,H - kinematic
viscosity; v? =Plp - sound velocity; p- pressure (5); B,<<8,,8, are

the field components; Q* - viscosity dissipation., eu,oo- magnetic dissipation;

Q- - radiative cooling.

This is a basic MHD equation of the model. In such a disk, as a
result of the physical conditions, four layers with different accretion regimes

are formed. The can be seen best in profile vr(r).

3. profile of v,(r)
1. R>r)R,o, where a(R"o)=o, t6l. In this layer, when we

ignored the MF, because it is far enough we shall have time-dependent disk
accretion (6).

(6) v, - t-lr-o'zt or v, - t-1r-o'4 ,

depending on opacity law 7(p,T).
2. R,o) r) R,,,, where al(R,,,)- o)n. Hete, it is necessary to solve

the full equations, taking into account the instabilities, influence on the
parameters in layer [8,i 1].

There are alphenic waves in the layer, because the values of the
velocity on the flow and the alphenic velocity are very close, These waves
along with differential rotation are the reasons for the appearance on
magneto-rotary instabilities of Balbus-Houly (BHI) and supersonic
accretion - for thermal instability (TI).

3. R,,) r ) Ro where disk destruction starts when e,,,orle- -I Ul.
The layer is viscously unstable. There, the MF (or ML) lines are closed,
they press firmly the disk, forcing plasma to rotate like a solid, i.e. the
equation do not dependent explicitly on time, but only through the changes



in MF. Therefore, the derivatives in (1)-(5) disappear and the parameters are
expressed by r and a (7) only, where a = a(B)131.

(i) ,, - !,(t)' ^a'(n)+ r"

4. The quick decrease of V , corresponds to plasma motion along the

ML.

4. Comments
Here, the basic laws and assumptions for the system's evolution are

presented. The birth of the corona is directly related with the disk-
magnetosphere interaction in layers 2 and 3, BHI creates MF in the disk and
TI assists ML to emerge outwards until the field envelops the entire disk.

Fig. 1 Profile ot v,(r).
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MOAEJI HA AKPEIIIIOHEH IIOTOK
B IIPI4CbCTBI,IE HA MATHI,ITHO IIOJIE

R.,[..flurco e a, JI. f . Qununo e

PesrcNre

Pasrne)KAaMe feoMerpr4qHo rbHbK Ar,rcK. Berqecrnoro aKperlr4pa
Bbpxy 3Be3Aa c MarHr{THO rroJre. I{scne4eanae MafHr4To- xvnpo nuHaMr.rqHoro
noBeAeHlle Ha cI4cTeMaTa AI4cK-MarHI4Tocoepa 14 TrxHoTo B3ar,rMoAerrcTBrre.
CnrpsaHrz Jrvr ca re3r4 ycJroBr,Ir c frotBara Ha KopoHa?
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